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Abstract. The pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect was applied for the description of the 
E~, E~ defect centers as well as for H- ion at E~ defect center in alpha-qua1tz. 
The idea for the application of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect to defect centers ' 
description is supported by new results. The physical essence of the pseudo-Jahn
Teller effect makes possible, in a natural way, the introduction of the characteristic 
large relaxations and charge transfers pertinent to the E' -defect centers. Consi
derations presented in this paper allow to conclude that the pseudo-Jahn-Teller 
effect leads to the establishment of E' -defect centers stable state. 

1. Introduction 

Quartz, just like any real crystal, natural and synthetic alike, is imperfect. There are 
many, variegated and interesting defects in quartz, which are due to some of its charac
teristics - noncubic symmetry, the existence of a large channel along the Z -axis and 
mixed ion-covalent bond [ 1, 2]. 

The main point defects in quartz can be divided into three groups: defects, related 
to oxygen vacancies, Al-associated defects and H-related defects. 

The oxygen vacancies are an important class of the defect centers in quartz. They 
are called E' -centers and this family includes E~, E;, E~, E~', E~ and E~. The single 
or double superscripts show the number of unpaired electrons in center one or two. 
The subscript shows the different centers with the same spin. 

Most of the known experimental studies of this group of defect centers have been 
carried out by the methods of optic adsorption and electron resonance (EPR). 
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Substantial experimental evidence has been recently accumulated in support of con
figuration distortions in crystalline and amorphous oxides, due to the pseudo-Jahn-Teller 
effect. Fowler et al. [3, 4, 5] use the formalism of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE) 
in the model of the Ei -defect center (just as Ham [ 6] does it for the F-centers ), where 
the naturally large asy1mnetric relaxations of the silicon atoms in the Si03 pyramids, 
which adjoin an oxygen vacancy and the reorganization of the electron structure due 
to the trapping of the electron are introduced. 

Following this idea we applied the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect for the other two 
E' -defect centers description, E~ and E~ as well as for H- ion at E~ -defect centers. 

2. Clusters and EPR Models for E' -Defect Centers 

Considering the spatial configuration within two neighboring Si03 bonding pyramids 
bridged slightly asy1mnetrically by short (S) and long (L) bonds to an oxygen ion in 
the perfect lattice E' -centers are obtained when the oxygen ion is missing (Fig. 1). 

0 0 
0 Si 

a - Si02 

• 
H IA 

Fig. l. Spatial structures assumed to represent various E' -defect centers 
in alpha- quartz 

The model of Yip and Fowler [4] gives the most popular version for the defect 
center according to which the Ei-center is a positively charged o- vacancy which 
might be obtained from a hole trapped by neutral oxygen vacancy. The configuration 
with minimum energy and the electron state of the defect center, obtained with cluster 
calculations exhibit the following features (Fig. 1): (i) The silicon atoms relax asym
metrically with aspect to the vacancy; Si(L) moves to the plane of its three neighboring 
oxygen atoms. The other Si(S) is shifted slightly to the vacancy; (ii) The unpaired elec
tron is in a predominantly sp3 orbital, localized on the Si(S) atom and directed towards 
the vacancy, while the positive charge is concentrated mainly on the Si(L) atom. 

The results of the EPR studies show that quartz exhibits defect centers similar to 
Ei but with hydrogen occupying the vacancy. The very detailed EPR studies and 
cluster calculations performed by Isoya [7] present a very good model of the E~ -
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defect center, its mmunum energy configuration (Fig. 1), its electron structure and 
the dynamic processes in the Si-H-Si system. Subsequently, this understanding of the 
E~-defect center helps in the establishment of the model for the E2-defect center. 

The E~ -defect center in tenns of the E; -defect center is a neutral oxygen vacancy, 
where the place of the missing oxygen is occupied by a hydrogen ion, short-bonded 
with the silicon atom and an unpaired electron in a sp3 hybridized orbital localized on 
the Si(L) and directed towards the vacancy. The configuration relaxation accompanying 
the selective electron trapping is small since the two silicon atoms move out of the 
vacancy. The silicon atom bonded with the hydrogen has greater relaxation and besides 
the hydrogen moves to a new position outside the vacancy. 

The E2-defect center has been studied later by Rudra [8] with the aid of semiempiri
cal MO methods. Studies of this center are scarce and this is the only theoretical model 
for it. EPR experimental results show that there is spin localization in the E2-defect 
center as in E; and it . is similar to that in the E~ -defect center. EPR data however 
show the electron in the E2-defect center in two times farther away with respect to the 
vacancy than in E~ and there are no vibronic effects, caused by the bonded hydrogen, 
as is the case in the E~-defect center. The center is also neutral with respect to charge. 

Under these circumstances one can assume that the E~-defect center drops out of 
any E2 -center with its hydrogen and unpaired electron in the vacancy. Passing to the 
other side, this "unbonded" Si atom goes through the plane of its oxygens and forms 
a "corrugated" configuration (Fig. 1). 

Such a large relaxation seems improbable but the quartz structure is too open to 
be disregarded beforehand. The careful consideration of the basic structure shows that 
the rear parts of the Si04 building unit, the places behind the oxygen atoms are quite 
different with respect to the short and the long bond. As the cluster calculations subse-
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Fig. 2. Potential energy profile for E4-E2 interconversion in alpha-quartz. Cluster-calculated data 
from [8] are represented by circles, while the PJTE fit is shown by a solid line 
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quently showed, such a relaxation is possible, which confirms once again the conjecture 
that the difference in the two directions is more complex than the difference in the length 
of the bonds alone. 

The calculated total energy of the cluster as a function of the shift for Si(L) (Fig. 2) 
shows that the £~-defect center is a more stable configuration than the £~-defect 
centers. 
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Fig. 3. Potential energy profile for H- -ion substituting the oxygen at £~-center 
in alpha-quartz. Cluster-calculated data from [7] are represented by circles, while 
the PJTE fit is shown by a solid line 

Two profiles of the potential energy along the coordinate q are obtained in the 
analysis of the E~ -defect center [7] by moving the atoms in the cluster until the min
imum energy configuration is found. They present a simplified picture of the energy 
surface, determining the configuration relaxation of the defect. The two potential en
ergies, shown in Fig. 3, correspond to two motions of the hydride ion: (i) The upper 
profile corresponds to the H- motion along the triangular path Si(L)-V0 -Si(S) with 
the two silicon atoms remaining in their regular positions in the quartz lattice; (ii) The 
lower (asymmetric) profile is obtained for the following procedure of shifting the ions: 
the Si-H bond (in two versions Si(L)-H and Si(S)-H) is moving while the other silicon 
remains stationary. Its length varies at the same time. When H- is short bonded with 
the silicon the potential well is deeper. 

The results for the noncentral site of H- with respect to the vacancy in the regular 
lattice show that it disturbs in this manner the intennediate central symmetry. 

3. The Pseudo-Jahn-Teller Effect Description of E~, E ;, E~ and H 
ion at E~-centers 

Even though cluster calculations give an useful idea of the vibronic potential-energy 
surface they cannot reveal the driving force behind the corresponding stmctural trans-
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figurements. Simple stereochemical considerations infer that for many of the oxygen
vacancy centers in Si02 two stable configurations occur which, while lacking any 
inversion symmetry themselves, seem to arise due to some interaction violating a 
nearly-perfect inversion symmetry of an intennediate structure in between. Similar 
symmetry-breaking interactions have been known for some time in physics and chem
istry and named a pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect. An original inversion symmetry is broken 
down due to the mixing of two nearly-degenerate opposite-parity electronic states at 
the defect site by an odd-vibrational mode and the vibronic system passes into a lower
symmetry configuration. Energy is gained as the system passes from a ban-ier top 
configuration to one of the side wells (the profile in Fig. 2 is an example of nearly
perfect PJTE surface). A simple quantum-mechanical theory [9] leads to the following 
potential-energy profile along the coordinate q of the promoting vibration: 

(1) 

in tenns of the PJTE parameters: J( - the bare force constant of the promoting mode, G 
- the electron-phonon coupling constant, IE spl - the energy splitting of the electronic 
states Is > and IP > at the nomnixing configuration. D is an extrinsic parameter 
introduced to account for any additional perturbation to the particular PJTE under 
consideration. Eq. (1) has been applied to interpretation of cluster calculated energy 
profiles of E~ centers by Fowler [3] and to E~ - E2 interconversion and to H- ion at 
E~-centers by us (Fig. 2, 3) [10, 11]. PJTE parameters obtained after PJTE interpretation 
of cluster calculated energy profiles of E' defect centers are shown in Table l : 

Table I. 

Type K (eV/A) G (eV/ A) Esp (eV) D(cV) Eb (cV) 

E 32 9.67 1.80 0.080 0.700 

E~ - FJ.i 8 4.67 1.84 0.072 0.5 60 
11 - at E~ 27.65 11.57 7.44 0.105 0.096 

The arguments presented above clearly show that the E2 and the E~ defect centers 
are made up of similar components, arranged however differently in space. The trans
fonnation of the E~ into E 2 defect center and vice versa takes place through passage 
of the orbital of the unpaired electron and the Si03 (L) pyramid away from/ or towards 
the hydrogen, occupying the vacancy. 

If we consider the curve of the total energy as a function of the Si(L) shift (Fig. 2) , 
we can choose the origin along q to be at the ban-ier top and two stable isoenergetic 
E ' configurations will correspond to it. Physically q = 0 is an unstable configuration, 
where Si(L) is in the plane of its three oxygen atoms. From here the system will fonn 
E~ or E2 defect centers when it is converting in one or the other direction with respect 
to the vacancy. 

Application of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect formalism leads to the energy profile 
(the solid line in Fig. 2) , composed respectively of a lower and upper branch. The 
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values obtained in the fitting procedure are given in Table 1. The energy difference 
Esp between the upper and the lower branch has been found by fitting the vertical 
distance Ef;(qr) for the E2-configuration with the experimentally obtained optical ab
sorption energy for the E2-defect center (230 nm). The parameter D (Table 1) has been 
introduced to describe the asymmet1y between the bottoms of the two wells. In this 
treatment the geometric nonequivalence q of the sites behind the oxygen atoms of 
the silicon-oxygen pyramids should be taken into account. As in the E~ center q is 
the coordinate of the odd mode promoting the flopping motion, which introduces the 
movement of one silicon atom. 

If the parameters, describing the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect when going from E~ -E~ 
and E~-E2 are compared, it can be seen that the force constant f( drops 4 times, while 
the electron-phonon coupling constant decreases nearly two times. The former drop 
implies a two-fold decrease of the promoting-mode frequency, while the latter may be 
related to the charged state of the defect center which is + 1 for E~ and 0 for E2 and E~ 
defect centers [3]. The gap energy Esp is very nearly the same, which is not surprising 
because virtually the same non-bonding sp3 electron orbital is involved in both cases. 

The calculated electron structure of the defects in quartz shows in fact that the 
hydrogen replacing the oxygen has two states: basic - at 0.1 eV above the valence 
zone of the s-type and second excited at 7.5 eV above the valence zone of the p-type. 
Their energy gap is typical for the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect and it is normal for them 
to mix through the odd vibronic mode until they reach a more stable configuration, 
which is moreover noncentral. The new stable configuration of H- is also directly 
bonded to the configuration with minimum energy, (Fig. 3) i. e. to the stable one of 
the defect center itself in which it participates (Fig. 2). The anhannonicity of the two 
profiles also suggests the idea of anhannonicity due to a vibronic effect. 

We fit EL(q - q0
) - E(qr) Eq. (1) where q is the coordinate of the right well with 

the data marked with circles in Fig. 3. The obtained pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect profile 
is depicted with a solid line on the same figure and the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect 
parameters connected with it are given in Table 1. The values for J( and G obtained 
after the fitting are in reasonable ranges for defects related to oxygen vacancies. As we 
have noted already, Esp = 7.4 eV is known beforehand and the asymmetry parameter 
D is also in the typical value range. 

With the introduction of the relations cosf3c = c 1;cu, cosf3k = JI<l/J<u, we are 
trying to associate the configuration coordinates along the two profiles (Fig. 3), where 
q1 = q cos fJz, qu = q. If q is along the triangular path Si(L )-V0 -Si(S), q1 is obtained 
with q rotated approximately at 26° outside the triangle in one of the two sides. This 
means that Si(S) and Si(L) move to the new equilibrium sites and H- relaxes outside 
the triangle Si(S)-V0 -Si(L) moving along q on the projection of the basic mode. Now 
there arises a strong asymmetric relaxation between the two wells which stabilizes H
along the new relaxation coordinate. 

Upon fitting with asymmetric potential calculated by Isoya, the description of the 
H- behavior by means of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect gives two profiles - upper and 
lower for the adiabatic potential energy. The lower branch corresponds to the basic H
state and the upper - to the excited one. Using the already known simple theory, we 
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predict optical absorption, related to the noncentral hydrogen in the E~ -defect center. 
The pseudo-Jahn-Teller parameters for the lower profile of Fig. 3 give a peak position 
corresponding to the absorption 

Ep = V[2G(q~ - q0 )
2 + D]2 = E;P = 9.92 eV . 

This value of the optical absorption peak corresponds to an absorption band at 
about 124 nm. Using the same reasoning, we predict an emission band at 7.44 eV 
which automatically follows from the previously chosen energy gap of the two mixing 
states. 

4. E'-Defect Centers - Pseudo-Jahn-Teller Centers in Quartz 

The pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect fonnalism for the description of the three types of E ' -
defect centers applied to the profiles of the adiabatic potential energies, calculated by 
cluster methods, shows a very good coincidence with the profiles. From a mathematical 
point of view the coincidence with the curves means that their description with as many 
parameters as those corresponding to the pseudo-Jalm-Teller effect is quite possible and 
their values obtained after the fitting are in the normal range. Some experimental values 
have been used in the determination of the parameters and they are also in agreement 
with the values, computed after the fitting of the curves. From the physical point of 
view, the values obtained for the parameters of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect correspond 
to the particular situations in the different defect centers. 

The large asymmetric relaxations introduced in all models of the defect centers lead 
to configuration with minimum energy, i. e. stable location of the ions in the defect sites 
and are in agreement with the experiments. Moreover, the calculated electron states of 
the defects are indeed related to a detailed change in the structure and to the state of 
the electrons at the defect site, which is also in agreement with the experiment. The 
introduced asymmetric relaxation corresponds to odd modes of the ions, taking pait in 
the relaxation and lead to lowered symmetry. 

Considerations presented above allow to conclude that for all these defect centers 
the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect lies in the foundation for the establishment of their stable 
state. 

Indeed, for the E~ defect center, the trapping of the electron to the silicon with the 
short bond leads to a change in its electron state, which is accompanied with an odd 
vibronic mode of relaxation of the ions, taking part in the defect center. The energy 
gap between them is with a value in the range ensuring a possibility for the effect and 
the strong bonding condition is satisfied with the obtained parameters. 

For the E~ and the E~ defect centers the situation is to a certain degree different, 
but here the change in the details of the electron structure also takes place due to the 
participation of the ion motion, which leads to two different geometries of the defect 
center site. The hydride ion, bonded in the defect at the vacation site with its vibronic 
behavior plays a substantial part in the fonnation of one of the geometries (E~). The 
consideration only of the hydride ion behavior shows a pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect of 
the pure type. 
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Proceeding from the considerations stated above, the authors called this type of 
defect centers in quartz, which are related to oxygen vacancies, Pseudo-Jahn-Teller 
centers. 

5. Conclusion 

The application of the familiar pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect to defect centers in quartz, 
related to oxygen vacancies contributes new facts to the general picture of the defect, 
helping their understanding. The idea for the application of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect 
in defect centers' description was supported by new results. The physical essence of 
the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect makes possible the introduction in a natural way, the 
characteristic large relaxations and charge transfers of the E' defect centers in their 
description. At the same time it shows the physical reasons leading to such a structure 
of the defect centers. Besides the richer physical picture, this effect makes possible 
to obtain easier the required information for the geometry of the defect centers with 
minimum energy and their electron structure. On the other hand, the results obtained 
confinn the correctness of the existing defect centers' models. 
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